72
 CLIMATE AND THE CLIMATIC ZONES
be a tremendous contrast between the hot and cold sides of the earth.
This would cause winds and storms of a violence wholly unknown at
present. Some such condition is supposed to prevail on Venus. That
planet appears to rotate very slowly, always keeping the same face toward
the sun. Hence, instead of zones of climate parallel to the equator, it
presumably has a hot side and a cold side; and tremendous winds must
prevail at all times. The earth, with its rapid rotation and relatively
small variations of temperature within any one belt—except in continental
interiors in fairly high latitudes—is very fortunate.
Rotation and Atmospheric Pressure
Another effect of the earth's rotation is a series of belts of atmospheric
pressure. For the sake of simplicity let us suppose that the earth's axis
is vertical to the plane in which the earth revolves around the sun.
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A—Ideal Diagram Illustrating Atmospheric Circulation and the Origin of Climatic Zones.
Then there would be no seasons. Let us also suppose that the earth's
surface is everywhere uniform without continents or oceans. Thus
there would be no contrasts between places in the same latitude, some
having mild oceanic climates like that of Ireland, and others, extreme
continental climates like that of Lake Baikal. If the sun should be blotted

